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About This Game

From the creators of Epic Battle Simulator, comes Epic Battle Simulator 2, the most accurate battle simulation game !

Form your strategies, choose your troops and place them wisely on the battlefield and beat every opponent !
Play against levels, custom and real-time multiplayer !

You can now totally improve your army, watch ragdoll effects and play multiplayer mode, created just for you with advanced
matchmaking algorithms.

With the improved graphics and the enhanced intelligence of the bots, you can now experience ultimate battle simulations !

Features:
- Ragdoll and physics effects !
- Advanced army placement !

- Army upgrade up to three levels, with awesome gear and stats improvements !
- Advanced multiplayer ranking system for better matchmaking and custom leader-board !

- Well-made, improved graphics to make the battle cooler that ever !
- Smarter troops to achieve the most accurate battle simulation !

- Awesome sounds and music variety !

New troops added every week! Got a suggestion? Send us a message and maybe the new troop will be yours!!
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Title: Epic Battle Simulator 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Rappid Studios
Publisher:
Rappid Studios
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: 2 GHz or Faster

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 3000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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I quite appreciate this superb solo implementation of the Adventure System Board Games. This digital option lets you enjoy the
game when you do not feel like breaking out the big box with 300 tokens, 40+ miniatures, stacks of tiles, and a host of other
game components.

My suggestion to anyone that chooses to play Tomb of Annihilation is to first pick up the DLC; however, enable none of it when
you start a new game. And second, do not disable the bonuses the DLC grants you in Options. This will allow you faster
progression while letting you look forward to opening chests. Rare materials matter and upgrading weapons and armor from
your hard-won mats is most gratifying. For me, this is the best of both worlds.

Another recommendation is to pick only one or two characters and play through the adventures. I chose Dragonbait, a Saurial do-
gooder who lives to kick butt and chew bubblegum--and man is he all out of bubblegum. Holy Avenger? Check. He and Artus
Cimber are acceptable choices to main initially. I am currently running both Dragonbait and the Tabaxi Bard, Birdsong--
weaker, but delightful in combination. Later, you can focus on building up other character combinations to create a larger party.

I hope they will go on to produce digital implementations of all the Adventure System Board Games. I would love to see Castle
Ravenloft.

One personal quibble, I do not care for Jungle environments in any game. The interior dungeon tiles are more atmospheric and I
do wish there was more diversity in the available habitats. I recognize this is due to the adventure taking place on the peninsula
of Chult. Still, I look forward to more variations in future installments.. This almost fills the gap in my heart that DH left..
Tough game, like Super Meat Boy tough. But light-hearted fun :). Was expecting something similar to Lumines, or even
Audiosurf. It just feels too rough around the edges and amateurish.

I know it's cheap, but so are a LOT of other, much more polished games.. A fun, light-hearted JRPG-like game.
If you enjoy old school Final Fantasy and such, you'll enjoy this.
Characters are likeable, music is amazing and the combat is fun.
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The dungeons can get repetitive, but it's easy to forget about so it's not a big deal.
Considering how cheap it is, it's definitely worth the buy.
The main story + side quests can reach 15 - 20 hours depending on how speedy you are.
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Finally, a FUN Battle Royale.. Awesome and addictive race game! This game will really test your reflexes and once you started
and reached a certain amount of speed or score, you can't stop and want to try to beat your high score more and more :).
Although this game is in early access, I'd say it's almost bug free!. Crashes a lot for no reason.. Edited: If you don't have
Bitmap2Material I definitely recommend it. This program is almost magic when it comes to quickly creating\/perfecting
materials. Whoever does their image recognition software is a saint(too much?).

If you already own the original B2M:
Pros: Very similiar to the original Bitmap2Material but can output Roughness, Metallic, and glossiness.

Cons: Doesn't seem to improve image recognition (but it's still the best around).. Overall, pretty and pretty depressing.

Walking sim, collecting the picture pieces is too much of a chore for the achievement because it's too dark with low contrast so
exploring is tedious, the environment too samey. The voice acting is good but the script is poor. The puzzles are a chore, you can
walk past many of them and I most certainly did.

I hate to beat on an indie game that's clearly had some effort put in but it's a relief to finish the game rather than feeling like any
kind of accomplishment.. There's honestly nothing better out there for game and desktop recording. That being said and before
you flame this review and start calling me a fan-boy, let me explain. I've used A LOT of screen recording software, not just the
mainstream ones that most people tend to use. Below you'll find a list of programs that I've used for various reasons such as
desktop recording to show clients how to do something on their computer and game recording to save those epic moments.

Programs used:
Camtasia
Action
D3D Gear
Fraps
BB Flashback
Bandicam
snagit
xsplit

Most of said software I've used had very clunky GUI's, high system resource usage, huge video size output, lack of advanced
settings, I mean the list just goes on and on... I also didn't mention that these too are all paid software and that I've tried free
alternatives as well however I don't really need to go into which ones as I've tried most if not all of them.

Reasons why you should pick playclaw over all of the others:
Great developer that listens to reasonable requests
Fantastic GUI and easy to navigate interface
Basic and Advanced setting to make the software usable by everyone
One of the lightest solutions on system resources
MJPEG support recording at 95% is almost lossless with a very small file size based on length of video
New Technology being added all the time
Supports ALL of those popular encoders and decoders (NVENC, QUICKSYNC and H.264 ETC)
Hardware and Software encoding options (put the system usage load where you want it to be)
On-Screen Overlays are clean and customizable with text, color, position, amount of overlays that you want on/off
VERY Stable - I've NEVER had playclaw crash not once in the 4800+ Hours I've had it on.

Seriously though with all this being said, it's a no brainer to pick playclaw over everything else...

I've even purchased several copies for my kids as well to record their games, it's been worth every penny.. I loved this game.
very simple game play, lovely story. Love the retro graphics. Worth playing
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